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C O N S P E C T U S

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has inherent advantages in safety,
three-dimensional output, and clinical relevance when compared with

optical and radiotracer imaging methods. However, MRI contrast agents are
inherently less sensitive than agents used in other imaging modalities pri-
marily because MRI agents are detected indirectly by changes in either the
water proton relaxation rates (T1, T2, and T2

* ) or water proton intensities
(chemical exchange saturation transfer and paramagnetic chemical exchange
saturation transfer, CEST and PARACEST). Consequently, the detection limit
of an MRI agent is determined by the characteristics of the background water
signal; by contrast, optical and radiotracer-based methods permit direct
detection of the agent itself. By virtue of responding to background water
(which reflects bulk cell properties), however, MRI contrast agents have con-
siderable advantages in “metabolic” imaging, that is, spatially resolving tis-
sue variations in pH, redox state, oxygenation, or metabolite levels. In this
Account, we begin by examining sensitivity limits in targeted contrast agents
and then address contrast agents that respond to a physiological change;
these responsive agents are effective metabolic imaging sensors.

The sensitivity requirements for a metabolic imaging agent are quite dif-
ferent from those for a targeted Gd3+-based T1 agent (for example, sens-
ing cell receptors). Targeted Gd3+ agents must have either an extraordinarily
high water proton relaxivity (r1) or multiple Gd3+ complexes clustered together at the target site on a polymer platform or
nanoparticle assembly. Metabolic MRI agents differ in that the high relaxivity requirement, although helpful, is eased because
these agents respond to bulk properties of tissues rather than low concentrations of a specific biological target. For opti-
mal sensing, metabolic imaging agents should display a large change in relaxivity (∆r1) in response to the physiological
or metabolic parameter of interest.

Metabolic imaging agents have only recently begun to appear in the literature and only a few have been demon-
strated in vivo. MRI maps of absolute tissue pH have been obtained with Gd3+-based T1 sensors. The requirement of an
independent measure of agent concentration in tissues complicates these experiments, but if qualitative changes in tissue
pH are acceptable, then these agents can be quite useful. In this review, we describe examples of imaging extracellular pH
in brain tumors, ischemic hearts, and pancreatic islets with Gd3+-based pH sensors and discuss the potential of CEST and
PARACEST agents as metabolic imaging sensors.
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging is a spectacular tool for provid-

ing high resolution anatomical imaging of animals and

humans but is markedly less sensitive than optical or

radiotracer imaging modalities for most molecular imaging

applications. Most chemists are familiar with small molecule

MRI agents that alter image contrast by changing T1 or T2 of

water but many may not be aware of the limitations of such

agents for molecular imaging in vivo. Gd3+-based agents

are widely accepted by clinicians because they are easy to

administer and provide positive contrast (image brightening)

rather than negative contrast (image darkening). Currently

available low molecular weight Gd3+ chelates distribute into

all extracellular space1-3 and produce tissue brightening in

proportion to the extracellular space of each tissue type. A

standard clinical injection dose of 0.1 mmol/kg corresponds

to an average extracellular tissue concentration of ∼0.5 mM

and, given a typical relaxivity of 4 mM-1 s-1 for a clinical

Gd3+-based agent, this corresponds to an increase in water

proton relaxation rate of 2 s-1, a value that is easily detected

at common imaging fields. Rooney, et al.4 have demonstrated

that extracellular contrast agents are even easier to detect at

high magnetic fields due to an increase in T1 that accompa-

nies moving to higher fields. This suggests that lower doses of

contrast agent will be equally effective at higher imaging

fields. The detection limit of a targeted Gd3+-based T1 agent

is less easily predicted because local tissue contrast depends

upon many factors including the imaging pulse sequence,

pixel size, water access to the Gd3+ complex at the targeted

site, and the relaxivity of the targeted agent in vivo.

One motivation for developing new MRI contrast agents is

to add agents that have molecular, physiological, or biochem-

ical specificity. Numerous in vitro examples of T1 or T2 respon-

sive MR agents have been reported, but only a few have been

demonstrated in vivo. The classic example of a responsive T1

agent first reported by Moats, Fraser, and Meade5 was later

demonstrated to respond as anticipated after injection into

Xenopus laevis embryos.6 Perez et al.7 also demonstrated the

use of small iron oxide particulates as a platform for mag-

netic resonance T2 switches; this technology continues to

evolve in a number of laboratories.8-10 Superparamagnetic

iron oxide nanoparticles have also been investigated for tar-

geting tumors and tracking stem cells, but these agents typi-

cally do not “respond” to their local tissue environment or to

physiology and hence have not been used to image metab-

olism in vivo.11 The goal of this Account is to compare the

sensitivity limits and options for T1 shortening agents for

molecular targeting versus responsive agents for monitoring

metabolism in vivo.

The Detection Limit of Targeted Gd3+-
Based T1 Agents. How Much Does One
Need?
If one asked users to approximate the detection limit of a typ-

ical Gd3+-based T1 agent would be, one would likely get

widely diverse answers ranging from ∼500 µM to perhaps as

low as 50 µM. We recently addressed this question system-

atically to determine the lower detection limit (DL) of a

GdDOTA-peptide capable of targeting to a specific protein.

The r1 relaxivity of this conjugate was 10.7 mM-1 s-1, and its

estimated DL in solution was 9 ( 3 µM.12 Upon binding of

this Gd3+-peptide conjugate to its target protein on agarose

beads, the relaxivity of the agent increased to 17 mM-1 s-1,

and its DL decreased to 4 ( 1 µM. These experiments allowed

us to predict the lower DLs of other molecularly targeted Gd3+

complexes, reaching the conclusion that a targeted Gd3+ com-

plex with a fully bound relaxivity of 100 mM-1 s-1 would be

detected at 690 nM. A molecular relaxivity of 100 mM-1 s-1

has proven difficult to achieve using a single Gd3+-polyamino-

polycarboxylate complex, but one could easily reach 100

mM-1 s-1 by multiplexing eight small Gd3+ complexes hav-

ing a relaxivity of 12.5 mM-1 s-1. Although a number of novel

faster water exchange systems have predicted motionally

restricted relaxivities of 100-350 mM-1 s-1,13 those systems

have not yet been applied in vivo, so we chose to test our pre-

dictions using rather standard polymeric structures based

upon the clinically proven Gd3+-polyamino-polycarboxylate

complexes.

To test our DL predictions, a small lysine-based dendron

consisting of eight GdDOTA units was prepared, and each

Gd3+ center had a r1 of 12.3 ( 0.5 mM-1 s-1 (37 °C, pH 7, 23

MHz) to yield a molecular relaxivity of 98.4 ( 0.5 mM-1

s-1(Figure 1). To provide specificity, the dendron was

covalently attached to a dimeric peptoid known to bind with

high specificity and affinity to the vascular endothelial growth

factor receptor 2 (VEGFR-2),14 an important target in tumor

metastasis. The r1 of the Gd8-dendron-peptoid conjugate

increased only slightly to 120.8 ( 0.5 mM-1 s-1 when fully

bound to the VEGFR-2 on agarose beads. This indicates that

each individual GdDOTA unit has considerable motional free-

dom when bound to the receptor. With this system in hand,

we then tested whether VEGFR-2 receptors could be detected

in porcine aortic endothelial cells (PAE/KDR) with 2.5 × 105

receptors per cell. This corresponded to a receptor concentra-
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tion (assuming a cell radius of 5 µm) of about 790 nM, near

the DL predicted in ref 12.

PAE/KDR cells were exposed to 1 µM Gd8-dendron-
peptoid in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) for 30 min at 4 °C

followed by imaging. T1-weighted images of cells exposed to

the agent (Figure 2, bottom right) compared with nonexposed

control cells (Figure 2, bottom left) were brighter, consistent

with agent binding. Given the known binding constant of this

targeted agent to the VEGFR2 receptor, one estimates that the

local concentration of bound agent in this experiment should

be 650 nM. ICP-MS analysis of Gd3+ in the pelleted cells gave

a measured value of ∼700 nM, in agreement with the known

receptor concentration. It is clear however that this very low

submicromolar concentration in cell receptors is easily

detected by MRI as predicted by theory using a relatively sim-

ple agent with a molecular relaxivity of only 120 mM-1 s-1.

Gd3+ Agents That Respond to Tissue
Biochemistry: Metabolic Imaging Agents
Our long-term interest in developing MR methods to monitor

tissue metabolism in vivo has led us to think about the design

of contrast agents that respond to important metabolic indi-

ces such as tissue pH, tissue redox, hypoxia, and metabolite

levels. How do the requirements differ for these applications

in comparison to those described above for antigen-targeted

Gd3+-based T1 agents? First, biological indices such as pH,

redox, and pO2 are a bulk property of tissue so the require-

ment of high relaxivity is not as important here. More impor-

tant is the change in relaxivity (∆r1) that occurs in response to

the metabolic parameter one wishes to monitor by MRI. For

example, pH is an important index of metabolism in tissues

because excess acid is a hallmark of abnormal metabolism in

ischemic tissues, in certain secretory cells, and is certainly

important in tumor growth and metastases. Numerous basic

publications have reported different designs for pH-sensitive

Gd3+-based T1 agents,15 but only a few of these have been

applied in vivo. We will limit our discussions here to those few

examples.

The T1 relaxivity of a Gd3+ complex is primarily determined

by three factors: q, the number of water molecules in the inner

coordination sphere of Gd3+, τM, the residence lifetime of

these inner-sphere water molecules (how fast they exchange

with other water molecules), and τR, the rotational correla-

tion time of the agent (how fast the complex tumbles in solu-

tion). To prepare a Gd3+-based pH sensor, one only requires

a chemical system wherein one or more of these variables (q,

FIGURE 1. A Gd8-dendron-peptoid used for detection of VEGFR-2 receptors.

FIGURE 2. Spin-echo T1-weighted coronal MR images of PBS
alone (upper left), 0.5 µM Gd8-dendron-peptoid agent in PBS (upper
right), PAE/KDR cells alone without exposure to the agent (lower
left), and PAE/KDR cells exposed to 1 µM agent (lower right).
Conditions: 4.7 T; TR ) 150 ms; TE ) 8.5 ms; FOV ) 30 × 30
mm2; matrix ) 128 × 128; avg ) 12; 2 mm slice; samples in
microtiter wells. A 5 pixel radius median filter was applied to the
color image shown (Unpublished).
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τM, or τR) changes with pH. Examples of all three types can be

found in the literature.16-18 However, the only design that has

ever been applied in tissues (perfused tissues or organs or in
vivo) is GdDOTA-4AmP5- (see structure in Figure 3), an agent

that responds to pH by changes in proton exchange (variable

τM). This agent is unusual because the single inner-sphere

water molecule is actually exchanging quite slowly in this

complex (τM ) 26 µs) compared with typical clinical Gd3+

agents (τM is typically ∼100-200 ns). However, this complex

has four appended phosphonate groups that have pKa’s in the

range 6.5 to 8, and as these phosphonate groups become pro-

tonated below pH ≈ 8, the monoprotonated phosphonate

groups hydrogen bond with the single Gd3+-bound water mol-

ecule and catalytically exchange the highly relaxed bound

water protons with protons of bulk water.19 This has the same

effect as an increase in water exchange rate at the lower pH

values even though the actual rate of water molecule

exchange is not affected by changes in pH in this complex.

Although this represents a rather unusual mechanism for

Gd3+-based pH sensor, it should not be surprising that this

acid-base catalytic system works so well in vivo because

acid-base catalysis is a hallmark of many common enzymatic

mechanisms in biochemistry.

A major obstacle in applying such systems to image tis-

sue pH is the unknown concentration of the agent in tissue.

The measured T1 contrast of course depends upon two fac-

tors, the tissue concentration and the r1 relaxivity (the pH-de-

pendent parameter). Given that one cannot assume the agent

concentration is uniform throughout all tissues and further-

more may be changing with time, any measure of absolute pH

requires a correction for any gradient in agent concentration

at the moment the image is collected. Aime et al.20 have

pointed out that the ratio, R2p/R1p, of water protons becomes

independent of Gd3+ concentration for a motionally restricted

agent (τR > 1 ns) but remains dependent on τM, τR, and other

magnetic parameters that normally affect relaxation in these

complexes. They validated the method by demonstrating that

the R1p of aqueous samples containing (GdDOTA)33-poly-L-

ornithine was sensitive to pH due to a conversion of the poly-

L-ornithine from a random structure at high pH values to a

more ordered helical structure at lower pH values while R2p

remains independent of pH. Thus, the R2p/R1p ratio is indepen-

dent of agent concentration (at least at concentrations high

enough to affect these parameters) but is also sensitive to pH,

the parameter of interest. While this method is intriguing, the

sensitivity of R2p/R1p to change in pH is relatively small, and

this may make it difficult to apply in vivo.

We have taken a somewhat different approach to image

tissue pH by using two Gd3+-based agents with similar chem-

ical characteristics (size and charge), one with a pH-indepen-

dent and another with a pH-dependent relaxivity. The

chemical structures of two such compounds are shown in Fig-

ure 3. The r1 relaxivity of GdDOTP5- is insensitive to changes

in pH over a wide range, while the r1 relaxivity of

GdDOTA-4AmP5- changes a modest amount, from 3.5 mM-1

s-1 at pH 9.5 to 5.3 mM-1 s-1 at pH 6.3 (see Figures 3 and

FIGURE 3. Representative time-to-maximal intensity (TMI) images and the calculated pHe map of a C6 glioma in the brain of a live rat: (a) in
vitro measurement of r1 as a function of pH for GdDOTA-4AmP5-; (b) T1-weighted image of the brain prior to administration of either agent;
(c) TMI image after administration of the non-pH-sensitive agent, GdDOTP5-; (d) TMI image after administration of the pH-sensitive agent,
GdDOTA-4AmP5-; (e) the resulting calculated pHe image. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc., ref 23, copyright 2006.
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5). T1-weighted dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) images col-

lected after a bolus injection of one agent followed by images

collected after a bolus injection of the second agent provided

the data needed to map tissue pH. By making the assump-

tion that the two compounds have identical pharmacokinet-

ics and tissue biodistributions, one can use the image intensity

differences at the maximum in the DCE curves to estimate tis-

sue pH. This “dual injection method” has been used to map

extracellular tissue pH (pHe) in mouse kidney21,22 and in a rat

brain glioma (Figure 3).23 In the glioma model, an intriguing

insight provided by the dual injection method includes obser-

vation of an inverse relationship between the time-to-maxi-

mal intensity (TMI) and pHe (Figure 3). This indicates that

observation of a larger TMI, indicative of slower perfusion in

that tumor, was correlated with lower pHe values.

Although this method works quite well in vivo, there are

some drawbacks to the successive injection of two different

agents. During the course of the injections, prolonged expo-

sure to anesthesia may alter the blood pressure, which can

result in significant differences in the TMI in the two injec-

tions.23 In addition, there is a temporal price to pay for two

injections because it is necessary to wait until most of the first

agent has exited the tumor before administering the second.

These considerations make a case for the development of sin-

gle injection method to enhance the clinical utility of a pHe

sensitive contrast agent.

In many cases, it may not be necessary to measure abso-

lute tissue pH to obtain diagnostically useful information. For

example, if the goal is to detect abnormal pH regions of tis-

sues, one might be able to expose the tissue to a pH sensor

at a low enough concentration such that significant contrast

effects are detected only if tissue pH is abnormally low

(assuming the relaxivity increases at lower pH values as with

GdDOTA-4AmP5-). Some disease processes such as malig-

nancies may produce local increases in both extracellular vol-

ume and H+ concentration perhaps improving the threshold

for early detection of a cancer or metastasis with water solu-

ble, low molecular weight agents. To illustrate the simplicity

of the method, we exposed two different perfused tissue prep-

arations, rat hearts and pancreatic islets, to GdDOTA-4AmP5-

and collected T1-weighted images (Figure 4A). Normoxic

hearts perfused with 100 µM agent showed little to no con-

trast changes after addition of the agent, while ischemic hearts

showed regions of brightness, which we attribute to regions of

lower pH in ischemic regions generated during the hypoxic

period. Similarly, rat islets embedded in agarose beads and

perfused with 50 µM GdDOTA-4AmP5- showed little T1

FIGURE 4. (A) MR image of a KCl-arrested rat heart during perfusion with 100 µM GdDOTA-4AmP5-; the gray scale image shows a single
slice through the left ventricular wall, while the color overlay reflects the left ventricular muscle regions that became acidic during a 15 min
period of global ischemia. (B) MR image of alginate beads containing encapsulated rat pancreatic islets (upper bead; 5% v/v cell-to-bead
loading) or empty (lower) perfused with 50 µM GdDOTA-4AmP5-; in this case, the color overlay shows only those voxels where the signal
increased above noise after the glucose concentration in the perfusate was increased from 5 to 25 mM. Yellow in the fire-scale color
overlays reflects the more acidic regions while purple the less acidic regions. (Unpublished).

FIGURE 5. T1 relaxivity versus pH profiles for GdDOTA-4AmP5-

and a generation-5 PAMAM dendrimer containing 96 molecules of
GdDOTA-4AmP5- attached to its surface. Reprinted with
permission from Wiley-VCH Publishers, ref 19, copyright 2008.
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enhancement until the islets were exposed to high concen-

trations of glucose to promote glucose-stimulated insulin

secretion. Export of insulin from islets is known to be accom-

panied by release of protons and Zn2+ ions from insulin gran-

ules. This local increase in proton concentration was easily

detected as a change in T1 after exposure of islets to glucose

(Figure 4B). This relatively simple technology offers the oppor-

tunity to develop functional assays of islet biology in vivo.

Clearly, this simplified approach would work even better if

∆r1, the difference in r1 between physiological pH and more

acidic pH values, was even larger than that displayed by

GdDOTA-4AmP5-. Standard theory predicts that the r1 of a

Gd3+ complex undergoing fast water exchange will increase

upon slowing molecular rotation or tumbling of the molecule

in solution (increasing τR). However, GdDOTA-4AmP5- is a bit

unusual in this context because it has a slowly exchanging

water molecule at high pH and a catalytically enhanced pro-

ton exchange rate at lower pH values. Based on simple the-

ory, one would predict that the r1 of the low pH species may

become more magnified upon slowing molecular rotation

than the r1 of the slow water exchange species at higher pH.

If correct, then ∆r1 could be significantly better for a motion-

ally restricted version of GdDOTA-4AmP5-. To test this, a

bifunctional derivative of GdDOTA-4AmP5- was synthesized

and reacted with a generation five G5-PAMAM dendrimer hav-

ing 128 surface amino groups. The product contained on

average 96 molecules of GdDOTA-4AmP5- on the surface of

the dendrimer with an average hydrodynamic volume con-

sistent with a molecular weight of ∼140 kD.19 As anticipated,

the r1 of the resulting macromolecular sensor remained pH

sensitive (Figure 5) with r1 increasing from 10.8 mM-1 s-1 per

Gd3+ at pH 9.5 to 24.0 mM-1 s-1 per Gd3+ at pH 6. On a mac-

romolecular basis, this corresponds to a change in r1 from

1037 mM-1 s-1 at pH 9.5 to 2304 mM-1 s-1 at pH 6. Thus,

∆r1 for the dendrimer increased 2.2-fold over this pH range in

comparison to a ∆r1 of 1.5-fold for monomeric sensor over an

identical pH range. It should be pointed out that the mobility

of the dendrimer itself is known to be pH-dependent,24 so part

of the change in relaxivity observed in this system may be

due to pH-dependent changes in molecular motion of the den-

drimer itself and may not solely reflect the pH sensor attached

to its surface. Nevertheless, these data show that one could

use significantly less pH-sensitive dendrimer (∼0.1-0.3 µM)

to detect similar changes in pH by MRI as those demonstrated

in Figure 4. This experiment has not yet been performed in

vivo.

Chemical Exchange Saturation Transfer
(CEST) Agents
What other methods might be used to image abnormal pH

regions in tissues in vivo? Ward et al. were first to demon-

strate that image contrast can be altered by taking advantage

of chemical species that exchange protons with bulk water via

a chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) mechanism.25

Typically, -NH protons in molecules are known to exchange

more slowly at low pH than at high pH due to base catalysis

of proton exchange, so if the rate of exchange, kex, is compa-

rable to the chemical shift difference between the exchang-

ing proton and bulk water (∆ω), then application of a

frequency-selective presaturation pulse at the chemical

exchange site prior to collection of an image will result in

chemical transfer of some saturated spins into the water pool,

thereby reducing the total amount of water detected in the

imaging experiment. The amount of chemically transferred

spins of course depends upon several factors including kex, the

bulk water T1, the applied B1 power, and the concentration of

CEST agent.26,27 These features make CEST agents unique

among the MRI contrast agents because contrast is generated

only when a presaturation pulse is applied at the frequency of

the chemical exchange site. This means that image contrast

may be manipulated by the operator! To obtain a CEST image,

one collects two images, one after presaturation at the

exchange site of interest and another at an equivalent fre-

quency offset on the opposite side of bulk water. The differ-

ence between these two image intensities reports the effects

of the exchanging CEST species.

A classic example of pH-dependent -NH proton exchange

and its relationship to CEST imaging is given by the work of

McMahon, et al.,28 summarized in Figure 6. These data illus-

trate the influence of an increased rate of -NH proton

exchange catalyzed by base on the high-resolution 1H NMR

spectrum of poly(L-lysine) (left) and the corresponding Z-spec-

tra or CEST spectra (right). At pH 6, -NH proton exchange is

rather slow (50 s-1), and this results in a sharp -NH proton

resonance but a rather small CEST effect (top curve in right

panel), but at pH 7.9 where -NH proton exchange was

increased to 1250 s-1, the high-resolution 1H resonance

broadens and almost disappears into the baseline, while CEST

is larger (bottom curve in the right panel). This trend would

continue at even higher pH values until exchange becomes

too fast (kex . ∆ω) and the CEST effect would once again dis-

appear. This pH dependent effect then becomes the basis of

using endogenous proteins that have a large number and vari-
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ety of different -NH protons to detect changes in tissue pH by

CEST imaging.

The first published example of using protein -NH

exchange groups as an endogenous CEST reporter was given

by the work of Zhou, et al.29 Given that the difference in

chemical shift between the endogenous -NH proton reso-

nances and bulk water (∆ω) is relatively small (on the order

of 3 ppm) and the water proton line width in vivo is consid-

erably broader than that seen in Figure 6, it becomes neces-

sary to perform an asymmetry analysis to separate out the

proton chemical exchange effects from the effects of indirect

saturation of water itself.30 Such analyses are further compli-

cated by the magnetization transfer (MT) effects characteris-

tic of tissues whereby dipolar interactions between water

molecules associated with semisolid macromolecules lead to

a broad underlying resonance beneath the bulk water reso-

nance. Given the assumption that the contribution of tissue MT

is symmetric about the water resonance, collection of two

images with a presaturation pulse applied at equal offset fre-

quencies on each side of the bulk water resonance should, in

principle, cancel out the MT contribution plus any contribu-

tion due to indirect saturation of water itself, leaving only the

effects due to CEST. Even though these combined effects can

be substantial, Zhou et al.29 were able to detect ischemic

regions in brain where the pH was substantially lower than in

the surrounding tissues (Figure 7). In this case, the ischemic

region is dark because -NH exchange from endogenous pro-

teins is too slow to detect a CEST effect in those regions where

the pH is below 6 or so while the surrounding healthier tis-

sues have a CEST contribution due to -NH proton exchange.

The corresponding histological tissue stain confirmed the

result reported by CEST imaging.

FIGURE 6. High-resolution 1H NMR spectra of the amide protons of poly(L-lysine) as a function of solution pH (left) and the corresponding
CEST spectra (right). Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc., ref 28, copyright 2006.

FIGURE 7. An absolute pH map (left) and the corresponding tissue slice of ischemic rat brain stained with 2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium
chloride. The area of infarction visible on the right side of both images corresponds to the caudate nucleus (blue arrow), a region commonly
affected by infarction following MCA occlusion. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd., ref 29, copyright 2003.

FIGURE 8. PrDOTA-(gly)4: a CEST pH sensor with a built-in
concentration indicator.
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The paramagnetic lanthanide ions (other than Gd3+) com-

plexed by ligands with exchangeable protons also hold prom-

ise as exogenous CEST agents. Given the remarkable

hyperfine shifting capabilities of the paramagnetic lanthanide

ions, proton (-NH or -OH) or water molecule exchange sites

in these complexes are typically frequency-shifted well away

from the bulk water resonance (∆ω) thereby making direct sat-

uration at those sites considerably more distinct than activa-

tion of CEST exchange sites near the bulk water frequency.

The resulting PARACEST agents have another advantage in

that exchange can be faster while maintaining the intermedi-

ate-to-slow exchange condition required for CEST, ∆ω ≈ kex.

These agents have not been used to measure pH in vivo at

this point, but they do hold promise for nontraditional objec-

tives such as tomographic temperature31 and glucose

imaging.32,33 Temperature imaging has numerous applica-

tions in medicine and physiology because of the fundamen-

tal interactions among heat production, metabolism, blood

flow, and inflammation, and glucose imaging would be highly

relevant to studies of nutrition and diabetes. As pH sensors,

PARACEST agents do offer potential advantages over Gd3+-

based agents that require infusion of two compounds to cor-

rect for any concentration differences. One approach26 is to

build into the same molecule two exchange sites, one insen-

sitive to pH and another sensitive to pH. This was illustrated

by the agent PrDOTA-(gly)4- (Figure 8), a complex where

water exchange is independent of pH (except at the extremes

of high and low pH), while CEST from the -NH protons dis-

plays a similar pH responsive profile as with other diamag-

netic amide -NH protons. In principle then, a pH map of

tissues could be obtained after infusion of the single agent fol-

lowed by CEST measurements using two different presatura-

tion frequencies, the ratio of which would be a direct readout

of pH. This agent has not yet been tested in vivo.

A third generation G3-dendrimer conjugated with 16 cop-

ies of YbDOTAM to increase the sensitivity of CEST was also

recently reported (Figure 9).34 This yielded a molecular sys-

tem with 48 exchangeable -NH protons that reduced the

CEST detection limit into the range of 20 µM, a considerable

improvement over simple PARACEST monomers such as that

shown in Figure 9. Interestingly, the pH profile of the -NH

exchanging protons differed between the monomer, a G1

dendrimer, and the G4 dendrimer, thereby allowing fine-tun-

ing of the pH-sensitive region over which the agent would be

responsive. Additionally, a CEST agent concentration indepen-

dent method for metabolite determination consisting of apply-

ing two different radio frequencies for presaturation has also

been reported and proven to work in vitro for pH mapping

using the dendrimer system.35 This latter approach might pro-

vide the pathway for exogenous CEST agents to reach in vivo
applications.

Summary and Outlook
Responsive MRI agents for monitoring metabolism in vivo
have only recently begun to appear in the literature, and only

a few have been demonstrated in vivo. MRI maps of abso-

lute tissue pH can be obtained by using Gd3+-based T1 agents

but the experiments are complicated by the requirement of an

independent measure of agent concentration in tissues. Var-

ious approaches can be taken to simplify the experimental

protocol for obtaining an absolute measure of tissue pH, but

if one is simply willing to accept detection of low pH regions

in tissue, then these agents can be quite useful. pH sensors

based on CEST are in many ways more versatile because

exchange sites can be built into molecules to make them con-

centration independent. Unfortunately, these have yet to be

applied in vivo. The opportunities to apply clever chemistry to

create novel metabolic imaging agents are vast, but chem-

ists should be encouraged to go beyond simply reporting in
vitro examples and establish long-term collaborations with

physiologists and imaging experts to see that such agents get

applied in vivo. We have held a long-term goal of develop-

FIGURE 9. Conjugation of the simple tetraamide complex, YbDOTAM, to dendrimers of various size and generation results in -NH proton
exchange-based CEST agents with differing pH sensitivities. Reprinted with permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc., ref 34, copyright 2007.
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ing a simple MR imaging method to monitor pH in tumors,

ischemic heart tissues, and islet function in the clinical set-

ting and encourage other investigators to bring new ideas to

the table.
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